Motivation: Biologists commonly store data in tabular form with observations as rows, attributes 9 as columns, and measurements as values. Due to advances in high-throughput technologies, the 10 sizes of tabular datasets are increasing. Some datasets contain millions of rows or columns. To 11 work effectively with such data, researchers must be able to efficiently extract subsets of the data 12 (using filters to select specific rows and retrieving specific columns). However, existing 13 methodologies for querying tabular data do not scale adequately to large datasets or require 14 specialized tools for processing. We sought a methodology that would overcome these challenges 15 and that could be applied to an existing, text-based format.
Introduction
• Can transpose rows and columns without reading all the data into memory and without 119 creating temporary files. 120 • Can represent missing values explicitly. 121 In our quest to identify a solution that would address these criteria, we considered a variety of 122 binary-based solutions. These included relational databases, NoSQL databases, HDF5, and the 123 Apache Parquet format 44 . With each solution, we faced limitations. For example, the SQLite 124 relational database has a limit of 32,767 columns 45 . NoSQL databases provide many options for projecting every hundredth column from tabular text files. The techniques varied in the ways that text files 293 were structured and how they were parsed (see Methods). awk, gawk, and nawk did not support memory 294 mapping. Tall files consisted of 1 million rows and 1,000 columns; "Wide" files had 1,000 rows and 1 million 295 columns. Each file included a mixture of categorical (10%) and numerical (90%) attributes. Note that the 296 x-axis scales differ for the two panels. to alter the level of compression; we used levels 1 and 9, which are indicated in parentheses. Although the 308 snappy compression algorithm was much faster than the other algorithms, these speeds were 20-50X slower 309 than without compression. 
